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DEFTRONICS

was incepted to boost the Aerospace & Defence sectors in Electronics.

“Accelerating self reliance in Aerospace, Defence & Internal Security”

In continuing with its efforts to grow the Electronics System Design & Manufacturing (ESDM) industry,
DEFTRONICS was incepted to boost the Aerospace & Defence sectors in Electronics. The Indian Aerospace
& Defence Industry is one of the most lucrative industries and a booming market with an ocean of opportunities
for manufacturing companies. India’s current requirements on Defence are largely catered to by imports. The
Global OEM and Indian companies alike are keen to leverage the opportunity of defence contracts, which
reflects the success of initiatives like “Make in India”.
The first edition of DEFTRONICS was held alongside electronica India and productronica India in 2014 in
partnership with Messe Munchen India (MMI) on September 23 & 24 at BIEC, Bangalore. The theme of the
first edition of DEFTRONICS was Impact India: Indian ESDM ecosystem in Defence, Internal Security
& Aerospace - Challenges & Solutions. DEFTRONICS 2014 received an overwhelming response with
the Conference getting more than 350+ attendees and the DEFTRONICS pavilion, under the umbrella of
electronica India & productronica India 2014, ended with a strong result of 13,906 visitors. 341 exhibitors,
representing 713 companies, showcased their products, solutions and services at the trade fair, turning out
to be a huge success. Key Participating companies at DEFTRONICS 2014 included leading companies in
Defence, Aerospace and Internal Security – ISRO, HAL, Brahmos, CDOT, MOOG, Boeing, Airbus, UTC
Aerospace, Rockwell Collins, Rolls Royce, Tata Power SED, Cyient, Analog Devices, Xilinx, TE Connectivity
etc.
The second edition of DEFTRONICS was also organised in partnership with MMI on September 9 & 10, 2015
at Pragati Maidan, New Delhi. The theme of the conference was Aerospace, Defence and Internal Security:
Building Global Partnerships for ’Make in India’. DEFTRONICS 2015, which was a part of electronica
India and productronica India, saw more than 15000 visitors and over 350 exhibitors, representing about
630 companies. The Conference was attended by over 200 national and global leaders; with about 30 highly
respected speakers presenting their views over the two days. DEFTRONICS has already set a benchmark
with the presence of leading defence organisations like AIRBUS, BOEING, BEL, BHARAT FORGE, HAL,
DRDO, TATAPOWER SED and many other Indian & Global companies. The discussions delved into the
challenges faced by the industry and presented an open forum to deliberate on what needs to be done and
get expert opinion from government bodies and industry stalwarts. A whitepaper on “Defence Electronics in
India: Perspectives and Recommendations” was released at the summit. The whitepaper was done by Roland
Berger.
Post the success of both editions of DEFTRONICS, NASSCOM showed a keen interest to partner with
IESA for the third edition of DEFTRONICS. Thus IESA & NASSCOM signed up for DEFTRONICS 2016.
The amalgamation of both these associations for DEFTRONICS brought in tremendous positive response
from the members of both associations. DEFTRONICS 2016 was held on August 4 & 5, 2016 at Bangalore.
The theme of the conference was Building India’s strategic electronics ecosystem for greater selfreliance and global relevance - Defence, Aerospace and Internal Security. This edition has over 600
delegates, over 45 speakers, over 15 exclusive exhibitors. The global representation of both delegates and
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speakers were commendable. With the presence of great
leaders from the defence and Aerospace industry, the
summit was elevated to a much higher level. There was
participation from Consulate General of the State Israel,
DRDO, TE Connectivity, AXISCADES, Godrej Aerospace,
Safran, Maxgrid Securicor, Brahmos Aerospace, Cyient,
QUEST, GE Aviation, BEL, Boeing, Tonbo Imaging,
Dhruva Space, Astrome Technologies, Saankhya Labs,
University of Arizona, Amrita University and many more.
The Defence Electronics and System Design report Policy recommendations was released at the summit. The
report was done with the support of Roland Berger.

The fourth edition of DEFTRONICS dated August 31st &
September 1st 2017 was organised in Hyderabad. The
theme of the conference was “Accelerating self reliance
• Major Programs of Defence
in Aerospace, Defence & Internal Security”. The event
witnessed over 700 delegates and over 40 speakers. The
• New Technologies in Defence
Summit had the presence of eminent Industry leaders such
as Sh. B N Kalyani - Chairman, Kalyani Group; Damodar
Rao Gummadapu – CEO at Moschip & Chairman at Techwave; Yousef Khalilollahi – Vice President – Core
Vertical Markets, Xilinx; Dr. Arunakar Mishra – Chairman, Genser Aerospace and Founder Aerofy; Jetendra
Gavankar – Associate Vice President, Aerospace & Defence, Adani Group; Vivek Bansal – Founder and VP
Engineering, VVDN Technologies; Dr. Apparao – CMD, Centum Group; Ashish Saraf – Vice President Industrial
Partnerships, Airbus; Jagmohan Singh – Regional Director – India, Srilanka and Maldives, Lockheed Martin;
Hemant Jalan – Chairman & MD, NUCON Industries; Anilkumar Muniswamy – Director, SLN Technologies;
Krishna Iyer – SVP – Engineering, MosChip; Padmashree BVR Mohan Reddy – Founder and Executive
Chairman, Cyient; K. Krishna Moorthy – VP & MD, Rambus Chip Technologies (I) Pvt Ltd.; Tim Erjavec – VP
Products, Xilinx; Prof. Navakanta Bhat – Chaiperson, Centre for Nano Science and Engineering(CeNSE),
IISC; Yatan Kumar Mishra – GM – Engg, Tata Power SED; Vimal Govind MK – Founder & CEO at GenRobotic
Innovations; Ajit Rangnekar – DG, RICH(Research and Innovation Circle of Hyderabad); Srinivas Kollipara
– Founder & COO, T-Hub; Ashutosh Rai – Co-Founder & CEO, Starbru Techsystems; Mridul Babbar- New
Business, Sagar Defence Engg. Pvt. Ltd; Ajay Sangwan – Founder, Nyokas Technologies; Dr. Zaki QuresheyFounder & CEO, E2Labs information Security Pvt Ltd.; Cmde. Udai Rao(Retd.) – Trustee Institute for
Contemporary Studies Bangalore(ICSB) and Bhaskar Bakthavatsalu – MD India & Asia, Checkpoint.
The success of the event wouldn’t have happened without the help of Govt. of Telangana. We thank the
Chief Guest Sh. KT Rama Rao, Hon’ble Minister for IT, Muncipal Administration and Urban Development,
Govt. of Telangana for his presence and sharing his thoughtful insights about the Aerospace and Defence
industry. Other esteemed speakers were Dr. G Satheesh Reddy- Scientific Advisor to Raksha Mantri; Sh. T
Suvarna Raju - CMD, HAL; Dr. A S Kiran Kumar - Chairman, Space Commission; Secretary, Dept. of Science;
Chairman, ISRO(Video Message); Dr. BHVS Narayana Murthy – Director, Research centre Imarat(RCI),
DRDO; VVR Sastry – IEM, BHEL, NIAS, Non-Official Director, Vijaya Bank.Retd CMD, BEL.Retd ED, C-DOT;
Dr. V Venkateshwara Rao – Director Centre for Advance System; Sh. Mahender Reddy - IPS, Director-General
of Police(DGP); S K Acharya – Executive council Director(EW&A), Bharat Electronics Ltd; Wg. Cdr KA Santosh
Kumar - MD, Kerala Industrial Infrastructure Development Corporation(KINFRA); Smt. T.R. Hemalatha - MD,
KELTRON; Sh. Alex Paul Menon – IAS, Joint Secretary, Dept. of Electronics & IT, Govt. of Chhattisgarh; Sh.
Jayesh Ranjan, Principal Secretary, Dept of I&C and IT, Govt. of Telangana; Dr. Ajay Kumar – IAS, Additional
Secretary, MeitY, Govt. of India; Subhalakshmi Krishna Moorthy – Scientist & Deputy Director, capacity building
program office ISRO Headquarters, Bangalore; Srinivas Rao – Scientist H, Project Director, PGAD, DRDO;
U Ramamohan – Superintendent of Police, Cyber Crime in CID, Hyderabad; Arun Kumar – Deputy General
manager at ITI Limited, Bangalore who presented their views over the two days.
We thank each and every one of your presence at the Summit! The overview of the two day summit is shared
with you in this newsletter.
Team DEFTRONICS
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Day 1: August 31st, 2017
Inauguration
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Chief Guest
Sh. KT Rama Rao - Hon’ble Minister for IT, Muncipal Administration and
Urban Development, Govt. of Telangana

Many congratulations to the India Electronics and Semiconductor
Association for choosing Hyderabad as the host city for Deftronics.
Hyderabad is becoming a top-notch destination for Defence electronics
manufacturing. The Indian Aerospace and Defence industries were
the most lucrative Industries with the booming market in an ocean of
opportunities for engineering and design and manufacturing is in store
for players in the field to capitalize on. India’s current requirements
on Defence right now largely cater to buy imports, with Government of India’s push for making in India by
opening up foreign direct investment is opening up collaborations. Hyderabad is shaping Up rather well as an
Aerospace and Defence manufacturing hub as we have eminent scientist like Dr. Satheesh Reddy and also
our former President Dr. Abdul Kalam, worked out of Hyderabad for a significant period of time. In Defence
Electronics we are as a state eyeing almost 7.5 billion of production in electronic products by 2020 which is an
ambitious target to achieve in the next 3 years. If you look at the Defence electronic manufacturing clusters
approved by the government of India out of the 3500 acres approved as electronic manufacturing clusters
across the country, 1000 acres happens to be in Hyderabad. We also hope to attract almost 3 billion dollars
in investment the ESDM space by 2020. There are plenty of things to look forward in Hyderabad as it shapes
up as not only Defence and Aerospace manufacturing hub but also to become India’s Defence electronics
manufacturing hub as well.

Special Address
Dr. A S Kiran Kumar - Chairman, Space Commission; Secretary, Dept. of Science; Chairman, ISRO
India is incidentally the seventh largest market for Defence and
Aerospace while in the recent past lot of things are happening in the
country where more and more companies are establishing their facilities
and contributing to the realization of the Aerospace industry. Indian
Defence fabrication manufacturing also is significantly increasing and
it’s an ideal opportunity for all the stake holders to sit together and look
at what’s happening particularly in the area of Electronics required for
Defence and Aerospace. While in the recent past ISRO has been trying
to build in an indigenous capability of putting into space satellites whether
it is for communication navigation Earth observation or as already been
demonstrated in the recent past of indigenous PSLV polar satellite
launch vehicle has made a significant impact globally by launching a
large number of small satellite and like 104 satellites in one go or providing a satellite for communication
in the neighboring countries and the like and today we have an about 42 satellites in Operation providing
various capabilities and In doing all this we have been nurturing and developing the Indian industry And In
the same way we have also been able to establish 180 NM Technology semiconductor wafer fabrication and
processing capabilities which is already brought in more than 100 electronic components useable both in our
launch vehicles our satellite and also for many other applications. The India electronics and Semiconductor
Association which is now working with ISRO in trying to improve the capability within the country and looking at
how our capability of wafer processing at 180 nanometers can be made use in the various tasks that we have
on hand and one of the key developments would be looking at in the country, developing an ecosystem which
makes use of design of course, the design has always been a strength and lot of Electronic design has been
done in the country but much of the wafer processing has happened outside and today we have a capability
within the country which could be used for many applications design, wafer fabrication, packaging component,
then subsystems, and also realizing the various electronics equipment that is needed for both Defence and
Aerospace activities.
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Sh. T Suvarna Raju - CMD, HAL
It’s time for us really to accelerate make in India and things to happen
in India and as it is known and it is read that the statistics which
show on the Defence that we have 70% of import. IESA has created
a real good forum for discussing the opportunities in Aerospace and
Defence manufacturing. All over the world it stated that the different
technologies are different than the routine ones which are used in the
industrial application maybe this would call for a challenge which lets
us to create an industrial capabilities Indifference and therefore the
quest for the self-Reliance has to be seen in a broader contexts with
respect to the development of Science and Technology based across
the country across other industrial sector. It is known all along that much of a weaponry in the Defence is from
outside and we kept a plan for turning around the percentage of 70-30 to 30-70 but I think it’ll be a long way for
us to do this and Central government is taking all the initiative towards promoting investments in the Defence
sector, in R&D production, in order to boost manufacturing. The great slogan Make in India, Digital India, skill
India which is happening. Coming down to the Defence, the government launched make in India initiative
in September 2014 with the primary objective of making India a global manufacturing hub by encouraging
both domestic as well as foreigner OEMs to manufacture products in India. This initiative aims to promote
investment Foster Innovation and establish world-class manufacturing infrastructure in the country. In the DPP
2016, a new category of procurement by Indian IDDM was introduced as the most preferred category in capital
procurement, any vendor having indigenously designed, developed, and manufactured product will be given a
preference in the procurement over the other vendors.

Guest of Honor
Dr. G Satheesh Reddy - Scientific Advisor to Raksha Mantri
Coming to the electronics very specifically, we had a very humble
beginning long back starting couple of public sector units like Bharat
Electronics Limited for electronics in the Defence, and HAL which has
more to do with aviation-related activities, and then ECIL in a big way
by atomic energy department. We started trying to develop or make
or produce on our own. But even today we have a lot of requirement
for EMC test facilities, people are still keep struggling for getting the
appointment or time slot in this department for testing. They wait for
3 months, 4 months, and even 6 months. The Defence Labs which
are here in Hyderabad like missile labs or the Defence Electronics
Research Laboratory DLRL which is working in electronic warfare in
related electronic, started buying from outside in the beginning and
slowly indigenizing and trying to make many things indigenously here and at that time with the industry being
mere suppliers. Today similarly in the Electronic Warfare system we talk about electronic intelligence system
surveillance, systems comment, and system signal intelligence, they have made most of their systems here
being delivered to the arm forces. About 10 years back we were buying long range radar some of those radars
came from outside, today the complete range of the radar is available to make in the country. Including the
long range systems, the radars which are required for the most of the missile programs like Aakash, the related
systems are developed in the country with the support from various Industries for providing systems. I wish
that this two days conference will concentrate on that, with what needs to be created, to promote this in the
country so that in the next 5 years we are completely self-reliant which has been the theme of this conference.
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Guest of Honor
Sh. B N Kalyani - Chairman, Kalyani Group
Fortunately or unfortunately electronics comes in every Defence
product. In products like missiles it’s probably a very large content of
electronics, in products like guns it’s a small content of electronics but
electronics is pretty much there and my views are the following, there is
a huge amount of capability in India in terms of people who understand
this technology, people who can manufacture this product, and there is
a lot of passion with people who want to do more. There must be more
than 10-15000 engineers between Hyderabad, Bangalore, Pune and
some other places, which are specialized in the area of Electronics
and in spite of that we as a nation keep importing something like 60 to
80 billion dollars’ worth of electronic hardware every year. This is not just pertaining to Defence this pertains to
everything. At the end of the day if you look at 2025, which is 7 years from now every electronic product that
you used in Defence, you’re going to use in an automobile, you are going to use in your home appliances,
you are going to use in your day-to-day life, you like it or not whether they are sensors, whether they are night
vision devices, whether they are video cameras, whether they are image processing systems, whether they
are Radars, almost everything is going to be in your life and that’s how hopefully our life is going to get far
more efficient than what it is today. The need is for us to understand what are the building blocks in building an
electronics industry of a size that India needs after all we are a population of 1.3 billion people.

Sh. M Mahender Reddy - IPS, Director-General of Police (DGP)
To make Hyderabad a safe and secure city, the Government of
Telangana has been investing about 1500 crores in a span of 3-4
years and the projects all have started in terms of the Technologies.
Technology is being used as a force multiplier in law enforcement. All
the technologies that you invent, in the process of making it available
to Defence and aeronautics, the lawbreakers who first make use of it
then as a law enforcement agency. If we have to be ahead of them,
the police forces in India, the internal security agencies in India, need
to adopt these technologies and then they have to be aware of the law
breaker so that we are able to give a safe and secure environment for
its citizens. As far as the initiatives in Hyderabad are concerned, the
Government of Telangana has taken up citywide CCTV surveillance system with 10000 cameras coming up in
the city and all of them converting into array command control centre Technology fusion centre. We have also
introduced the 12 point system that has been there in the developed nations, whoever accumulates penalty
points of 12 their license will automatically get suspended for a period of 1 year and the process goes on
similarly in the areas of internal security. Especially the naxalism and terrorism, the left wing insurgency are
there in a cross border terrorism all the technologies the previous speakers were talking about they have an
application in Internet Security, no matter whether it is a night vision devices, whether it is sensors, whether
it is radars, whether it can be any equipment, but sky is the limit for us if you can adapt to the requirement of
the lion for cement Agencies it would go a long way in ensuring that you know the safety and security of the
people of India gets enhanced and we get a better climate for the industry for the stakeholders to invest. The
Government primarily believes that, safety and security is an essential prerequisite for development keeping
this objective in view it has been making lot of investment plans in upgrading the policing capabilities in
Hyderabad city. We have upgraded all our police Stations to Citizen friendly Service Delivery unit. We have
handsome ability of the police department in terms of providing the technologies related with the vehicles in
real time to monitor all the suspects in the city so that we are able to give a safe and secure environment.
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Keynote
Damodar Rao Gummadapu - CEO at MosChip & Chairman at Techwave
We are the number 1 arms importer in the world, number 3 in the list of
armed forces, and we’re 6th in the Defence budget across the world.
So there is a big opportunity that is 150 billion dollar opportunity in the
coming decade, so what are the growth drivers are? The biggest thing
is the modernization of our weapon system and then making them in
India. As our prime minister and everybody is talking about Make in
India and so that is the opportunity which is driving in the Aerospace
and Defence industry. Within this 150 billion, 70 billion is an opportunity
for electronic system design and manufacturing that is coming in a
decade in the tactical communication system, battle management
system, and night vision devices so the opportunity is very much there,
for the next decade for the 70 billion dollars. So we have a huge opportunity here to manufacture and to have
the ecosystem developed and we have to be ready to take this opportunity and that’s where the self-reliance
actually comes into the picture. We have heard in the DPP 2016 that we have a special category which is for
indigenously design and manufacturing so that policy will really help Indian manufacturers in the electronics
industry to really take the advantage of the 70 billion opportunities and make our ecosystem self-reliable. So
what are the challenges, there’s still a limited funding for the R&D projects by the government offices. We
don’t have a full level playing field in the sector and limited self-suppliance in some critical Technologies that’s
another problem and options of indigenous product development capabilities which are coming up now so
slowly. I think with the policy changes will have more indigenous business development capabilities coming and
again one of the other bottlenecks is a high Complex buying process within the whole Aerospace and Defence
industry so the recommendation is right. The Global OEM partnership should be done with the industries who
have the manufacturing capabilities, I think that would help in realizing the self-reliance for us

Keynote
Yousef Khalilollahi - Vice President-Core Vertical Markets, Xilinx
For those who may not be familiar with Xilinx we are a semiconductor
company, we are number 1 player in the Programmable devices and
we have the very large development footprint here in Hyderabad over
800 people and so to give you the agenda about what I’m going to talk
about is Global Defence market and the market conditions in global
Defence market. In my role, I oversee the world wide Aerospace and
Defence market for Xilinx. I’ve been in the semiconductor industry for
over 27 years and there has been some changes in the Dynamics
over the last few years that affects the Defence industries and other
industries. We’ll first start with Global Defence budget, it shows with
the Defence spending in billions of dollars by the countries involved, of
course the US dominates the Defence spending in the world over 611 billion dollars of Defence spending, the
US represents over 36% of the Defence spending and although NATO countries are required to spend 2% of
their GDPs on Defence. The country that has actually have been climbing the charts over the last few years
fastest has been India. I will end here by talking about what I mentioned earlier which is Xilinx has a very strong
development present here in Hyderabad we have R&D operations herein in Hyderabad over 800 people in our
office is here. We do the end to end product development as it relates to software, silicon and system design
tools applications. We have a very active University reach program that allows us to interact with the local
universities in number of different programs and we are the number one supplier today in the market here in
terms of Programmable devices.
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Panel Session: Major programs and opportunities in Aeropsace & Defence for
Domestic Market
Dr. BHVS Narayana Murthy - Director, Research Centre Imarat(RCI), DRDO
Now there is a major boost by the Government of India with respect to
the Make in India, it is basically to achieve self-reliance particularly in
the Defence industry. If you see with respect to limiting it to Defence,
India is third largest armed forces in the world in fact also largest arms
importer. So now there is an initiative by the government to reduce the
import and increase our indigenous manufacturing ability to design,
development, manufacturing, and maintenance. Basically, if we just
take our 2016-17 budget around 2lac 50crores is the Defence budget
which is around almost 1.8 to 2% of the GDP Roughly. The projection
rise in next 10 years we will be spending around 5 lakh crores on
Aerospace Defence and the form of accusation for manufacturing. So
there’s a huge market which has huge potential for exploring. Now in
around 2017 the Defence offset policy comes where 30% of the imported thing should be manufactured in
through the domestic Industries and that is the first step that government of India is taking to encourage the
domestic industry, to participate in this type of Defence systems. In fact, this is a good initiative so that our
manufacturing will improve and some foreign expenses will be able to save. Over the years when DRDO has
taken up the missile system development or the complete Defence system development, initially everything
was done in DRDO. Then the industry started participating and now so many industries have been developing
and they are in fact partnering with DRDO with respect to delivering the system and lead into production. I think
the industry should not only get ready for the manufacturing part but also at the design part. Now lot of startups
by younger generation who are joining all these industries and they are able to design any kind of complex
Technology. I think industry now slowly should develop nextgen Technologies, whereas the complex IPs is still
an issue but I am still hopeful that within coming 5 to 10 years we will be seeing a huge opportunity in this area.

Dr. Arunakar Mishra - Chairman, Genser Aerospace and Founder Aerofy
Aerospace and Defence globally is 1 trillion dollar industry, we’re 16%
of humanity, so 16% of 1 trillion dollars is 160 billion dollars. Today
all of us put together privates, government labs, ISRO, HAL, we’re
doing 6 billion dollar so the gap of opportunity is very huge. What is
the type of opportunity that we have today?, the limited opportunity
that we have today either comes from the defence and from defence
it comes to the PSUs and from PSU something prickles down to the
industry. The other things which have started happening is from the
offset route some opportunities are coming these are all I would call as
the derivative opportunities. How do these opportunities get created?,
we have been paying tax to the government then out of that tax Indian
Defence decides that we need something to defend the country then everything is circles back and we in turn
get that opportunity of offset, which also is a derivative opportunity. Right now we have been thinking at various
forums, is it all derivative opportunity to be work only for others? Can we do some work for ourselves? Also
can we create opportunity? This kind of discussion has been going on various forum. So we said let us create
a company or let us create an entity, an organization which will generate opportunities so I want to share with
you at about 3 years back an organization which is not for profit organization was created it is called Mission
Aerospace foundation of India. Mission Aerospace foundation of India purposes to promote Aerospace product
development from India for the world.
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Jetendra Gavankar - Associate Vice President, Aerospace & Defence, Adani Group
I understand all the pain points which each of us faces in the respective
domain and I mean for everybody the gain is less for various reasons.
I will keep it limited to the avionics domain. Let me start with the kind
of business opportunity which exist globally in the avionics part of the
Aerospace is about 6.9%. CAGR has predicted for the next 5 years
about 90-100 billion dollars of business will exist out of which military
avionics comes to about 20-22 billion dollars. In my opinion, the
emerging economies of the world which were kind of left behind that
now building their military might and strength, India and China being the
primary lead countries in the domain. The new technologies which are
kind of a necessary thing in today’s environment which are synthetic
vision systems, enhanced vision systems, both at the Civil and the
military aviation, the ADSB which is kind of a de facto legal requirement, then the flight management system
and the flight control systems and then there is a big market for retrofit. So retrofit, the flight management
systems, and the synthetic vision these are going to be kind of the major shareholders in terms of market size
for avionics in future. As on today, about 70% of our avionics is import only 30% gets done in India out of which
private industry captures about 9%-10% the rest 20%-22% is divided between HAL, AL, and BDL. An Indian
made avionics system is now a necessity, I’ll just end with one statement, ‘we got the technology, we got the
money, and we can set up the infrastructure so come on, let’s go and nail it’.

Vivek Bansal - Founder and VP Engineering, VVDN Technologies
We started this company 10 years back when we were trying to develop
an ODM culture in India. When we used to talk about hardware, people
used to make fun of us. India was predominantly software country. We
had top Global software service providers and we were building all
kind of best of software’s at that point of time we realized that there
was a big gap that Software and Hardware will never interact with each
other. There were a lot of gaps, the hardware was always coming from
China and Taiwan and software from India. So there was a big gap
therefore we realized that it is a big opportunity to be an ODM in India.
We started doing hardware and software 10 years back and hence we
are not just one of the leading ODMs in India but also we are living in the Global space. We’re competing with
lots of the companies worldwide. Today we are about 15 hundred engineers spread across multiple design
centers in India and we have for manufacturing tie up with napino and therefore we have many factories across
the country. Today sitting in India we are building products for a lot of pier-1 companies, it is tough to believe but
we are building for pier-1 OEMs like Net gear, Nokia, and Zebra. We are building products for those company
sitting in India so I think that’s a pretty good accomplishment that we’ve achieved in the last 10 years. There’s
going to be a lot of Defence spending and the government is planning to spend billions of dollars in next couple
of years, there’s going to be lot of new procurement, lot of infrastructure upgrade. And so we need to not just
make in India but design, build, make, and manufacturer in India.
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Panel Session: Major programs and opportunities in Aerospace & Defence for Global
Market
S K Acharya - Executive council Director(EW&A), Bharat Electronics Ltd
There are many opportunities we saw but we have lot of challenges
too. Main being for the global market if you want to look at export
opportunities the access to technology is limited. Mainly a critical
challenge faced by the Indian companies is keeping pace with high use
of technology across design lifecycle and when you get a technology
transfer from a global company, we don’t get a complete Transfer of
Technology (ToT) and the global companies are reluctant to transfer
cutting-edge technologies and because of lack of technology expertise
we are unable to play a clear collaborative role. In A&D industry to
look for the global market quality is going to be a major differentiator,
the compliance with stringent process and quality standards, zero
tolerance to failure, and complying to the processes, requirements,
and process maturity. The industry is a highly capital intensive. Repeated and continuous injection of capital to
maintain growth in the initial phase is required. India is still relatively young and needs to overcome barriers to
reach maturity like understanding of the Defence domain requirements, prohibitive industry, and the constant
export of Defence intellectual property from foreign countries that is specifically from the US. We should have
a very good supply chain and that’s also going to be a challenge managing complex supply chain, 2/3rd of
product cost crossed across the supply chain and in major systems, we have to have integrator and super
integrators. In increasing the role in value chain and raw material development capabilities that is where we
lacked. So these are the various challenges, currently we look at the global market in A&D for the Indian
Industries is going to be limited. whatever we can get this market, will be through a collaborative route or when
you manufacture in India a global company establishes a JV or a company in India for the global requirement
and we collaborate with them or we start producing for a global requirement as an offset that will be the initial
opportunities till we reach a level where our indigenous IP generation is there and we produce or we develop
and produce products and compete globally to have significant exports in the global market.

Dr. Apparao Mallavarapu - CMD, Centum Group
Centum was founded 23 years ago and today we are about 2600 people
worldwide in 7 operational sites in India, France and Canada. We are
listed on Mumbai National Stock Exchange. We cater to Defence,
aerospace, space, industrial, transport, medical, and communication
segments. 90% of our revenues come from Global markets. We are
more than 650 design engineer in the group spread across France,
Canada and India who work on analogue digital RF power and
mixed domains. To the startups and MSMEs, a word of caution for
entering the world market is to take substantial resources in sales and
marketing and long gestation period and believe me when I say this
because you’re going through the process the natural progression to when the large Global customers get the
confidence that you have the right design and manufacturing capability you become a natural extension to their
technology roadmap and we get opportunities to design and build Complex products. For the next generation
programmers this is where a lot of Indian companies should aspire to be and the reason for this is while you
design and develop complex products there is a lot of learning that happens, which develops the skills and
competencies of the organizations to compete with the best across the globe because at the end of the day
you want to make sure your comparative yourself and not because there is a compulsion by the government
of India. Finally to conclude I think the government by introducing the offset policy and now the make in India
initiative has done its bit in opening up the opportunities for Indian companies to become a part of the Defence
and Aerospace supply chain now it’s up to us to take it forward.
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Ashish Saraf - Vice President Industrial Partnerships, Airbus
In terms of offset right now Airbus does all the business in India without
any offset obligation and certainly the offset opens opportunities for
us to bring in more. Once the government moves to close some of the
programs that we have offered and we have offered programs that
would have offset obligations on us, close to hundreds of millions of
dollars mainly in the electronic space that we would develop supply
chain to prepare the supply base for Make in India programs and what
it does is, it actually allows us to invest in our suppliers to make them
ready for the big make in India programs which actually were narrated
specifically as part of the strategic partnership programs and not only
strategic partnership but even outside strategic partnership. We have
offered programs that actually bring in the entire line of military cargo aircraft into India and as part of strategic
partnership we have offered a program that brings in a full line of helicopter assembly that will be made from
India for India as well as for the global market. There lies an opportunity for the supply base here to step up, get
trained, and be an integrator or be a systemic provider which could actually be integrated in the end aircraft.
We have already proposed to establish full line of Panther helicopters as part of the naval utility helicopter
program which has the capability to create a complete ecosystem of electronics specifically manufacturing,
assembly testing, and integration as well as deliver the complete MRO including the component repair section
of these full aircraft that are made in India and made for the world. So this represents significant opportunity in
indigenization where we will actually be enabling our supply base initially to train them as part of our obligations
and later on to actually enhance their capabilities for them to make integrated suppliers that could supply us
complete assemblies that could be just plugged and played into the final aircraft so we are very excited to offer
these programs just not as make in India but make in India for the world as well.

Jagmohan Singh - Regional Director-India, Srilanka and Maldives, Lockheed Martin
If Indian industry starts participating in Indian programs they will
automatically become part of global supply chain and then we’ll start
looking at global market. We have to look at the opportunities in India
first before going to the global market because in the global market
the supply chain is already well established, they have their comfort
zone and when they look for products and solutions from India they
will look at them from the proven perspective that means they should
get approved in India first. I’m not talking about components and
subsystems, I’m talking about full platforms so the companies who are
doing better here in making components, subsystems, and assemblies
they will ultimately get aligned for the global market and global supply
chain. Right now India is being looked at as a new manufacturing hub,
in future even for the Defence production many countries are looking at India to get the supply to cut their
manufacturing here. The companies who are not aware of that I think they should get connected with the
lead joint Venture partners may be preparing themself for getting into the supply chain. The service sector is
also expanding, the new concept like performance-based logistics, MROs, or refurbishment of the equipment
and overalls all are part of the service that will bring in good opportunities. In the indigenization some of
the equipment for foreign origin are being indigenous here in India, Department of indigenization is at every
Defence headquarters, they are working on making the components here itself and in some ways even subassemblies. The co-development, like in the US we have DTTI, the initiative which was initiated maybe 4 or 5
years back and for that the most of the technologies are being offered to India. I think that is also an interesting
area wherein lot of good solutions might be produced jointly between the Indian industry and the US industry.
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Panel Session: Success stories in A&D
Hemant Jalan - Chairman & MD, NUCON Industries
We started as a very small company in the year 1976 and with industrial
grade pneumatics that basically means in the compressed technology
area and we entered the Defence Aerospace area in a serious way
about 12 years ago, to enter the Aerospace and Defence industry
which is really technology based, technology driven, We have to have
a technology platform or something with technology as a base and
background. So the point really is that technology and inputs to the
technology are very important. We were quite keen on entering the
Aerospace Defence area right through. We knocked from the doors of
RCI, DRDO, BDL, etc. continuously and got an entry, thanks to a project
team based on RCI which looked at our compressed air technologies
NOHA and they gave us an opportunity to do the assembly and testing for the actuators for the Aakash missile.
This particular missile has the indigenous content about 95% and it’s probably the highest gross value in terms
of missile production in the country today. So we graduated from what I would call industrial grade compressed
air technology people, to electro compressed air technologies products in terms of actuators for the Aakash
missile. When we got this opportunity we just put together a team of 5 people, we assemble them together, and
with lot of passion given them the infrastructure required and gave them the freedom to go ahead and do the
job and fortunately we delivered better than expectations of the customer and that opened lots of doors for us.
Point I’m making here is think big, plan big but please move step by step don’t jump before you leap.

Anilkumar Muniswamy - Director, SLN Technologies
SLN technologies was started in 1995 by myself and my classmate D
R Subramanyam. We are an embedded systems design company so
we actually are experts in embedded systems and then we provide
solutions to Aerospace and Defence and we convert required things
into Gate systems depending on customer’s requirements. So we’re
actually operating in some of the domains. We are very focused in
Aerospace and Defence and in fact 99% of our customers are Defence
PSUs, DRDO. We don’t export unlike other companies. They said
90% exports 10% domestic but we are 100% domestic company. We
in fact are working with some global majors now after so many years
of experience we are in avionics, LRUs, control systems, automatic
test equipment, these are the main thing. We are also into some of the
things like a single board computers and we are very customized in a design house we can give a customized
solutions and we have certifications VRS 9100 certified company with the similac approval for more than 10
years which we got in 2006. We also have DGQA. So without the certifications one cannot work in Defence
industry also we have received several awards from ELSINA-EFY and then we have received 2 National award
from Government of India. On the other hand, we are buying only from local company and it is hundred percent
indigenously developed, but there are some components which we still import but we are making efforts to
reduce this level of imported components if it used to be 85% imported once upon a time, it has almost come
down to less than 50%. We are working towards developing some critical components within that and we are
confident that we will achieve that. Especially I am talking about small and medium companies, we will be more
than happy to help them and we ourselves outsource a lot of components from other industries in India so that
means there is an opportunity for everyone.
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Dr. V Venkateshwara Rao - Director Centre for Advance System
DRDO’s success story depends on primarily our responsibility. We
have to do the good design and then we had to concentrate on the
development subsequently. Success depends on the other business
partner who is supporting our production, finally our aim is to deliver
the required number to the services and that is we are getting only from
either public sector or a private industry. During my service I have seen
the success basically depends on our business model, and how we go
agreement with the business partner. To my experience I have seen
even in many companies where we require our production that they are
suitable for and then we give them our requirements and discuss the
technologies being used. We are always open to suggestions from the
companies. I think now many industries are coming forward to support
with respect to the proportions. We have to look for anybody who is interested in the development of the
professional stages of required product. One or two industries are there where we are continuously supporting
them because they are also not going to the requirement of our target, so we are continuously supporting them
and we are holding their hand and we are developing our product along with developing them.

Krishna Iyer - SVP- Engineering, MosChip
MosChip has been around from 17 years, I’m going to talk about one
particular project this is a semiconductor project. So this semiconductor
is very complex semiconductor, it’s a complete SoC, it’s an arm based
SoC, it has a videos of system, and it is close to 215 million transistors
and today we’re moved all the way from 250 million to one billion
transistor. The complexity of the semiconductors are very complex
which takes a very long time to close to 18 months to 24 months.
At MosChip we do this semiconductor from scratch, we take any
requirement document from any Defence organization, and we walk
through the design, we do the complete design, the semiconductors
we verify them both in FPGA and as well as a design we passed it
through multiple test to make sure that all the use cases that need to be supported are covered and then we
take it through a complete layout process and finally we work with a FAB to manufacture a semiconductor. We
received the semiconductor couple of months back, we need to get some month to verify 95% + functionality
of the semiconductor. So the point is anybody who is interested in building a semiconductor you have to keep
it in mind that, it is a very involved process, you have to be very meticulous when you build it, this product will
cost you a lot not just in money but in time, it can set you back easily by 6 months and 2 to 3 million dollars.
So anybody who is interested in this think about putting the plans and processes in place and make sure that
you’ve enough checks and balances to deliver a successful story.
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VVR Sastry - IEM, BHEL, NIAS, Non-Official Director, Vijaya Bank.Retd CMD, BEL.Retd ED, C-DOT
There are many success factors for a start-up, one is having passion
for development and the other is going beyond the specifications
because the customer specification is not the ultimate and also you
have to understand the basic purpose of that specification and go
beyond that and then the other important thing which has been brought
out is, scaling up the things and the last important thing which is, you
have to plan big but draw step by step. I think these are very important
point which young entrepreneurs have to keep in the back of their
mind. There are some other points too like, if you promise something
to your customers then you have to deliver it at any cost and also you
have to establish a reputation such that you need not have to do the
marketing. The marketing is done by word of mouth. Also the proactive
development of the upgrades don’t wait till next input some from the customer, first expect what he wants next
time, then start developing those things and then the important thing is address in obsolescence and you have
to understand the cost escalation aspects and always keep in the back of your mind that customer is first.
Getting involved from the beginning with the customer in order to deliver what he expects is very important
and also there is a luck factor too but keep in mind that if you don’t have those ingredients we discussed then
luck won’t favor you.

Closed door session with Govt. of Kerala
Wg. Cdr KA Santosh Kumar - MD, Kerala Industrial Infrastructure Development Corporation(KINFRA)
All of you are aware about Kerala as a tourist destination, and tourism is
an industry which is peaking in Kerala. However today we would like to
give a glimpse of manufacturing that is happening in the state and the
overview of what is being done by the PSUs and other establishments
in the state. Let’s look at Kerala and what it has to offer, what are
the specific features of the state that makes it very important or may
be attractive for investors to come there and look at investment. In
2015 Kerala was declared a complete digital state that means each
and every individual in the state had a mobile phone for himself, which
shows the level of digital technology being put to use in the state. We
have hundred percent mobile density e-literacy in the state. Around
75% which is highest digital banking and broadband connections,
being used as compared to all other states in the country. As you are aware Kerala has the highest literacy rate
so that comes from Kerala’s several education hubs and if you see the government spending on education as
percentage of GDP, the state’s spending is the highest in the country. What all this leads to is very high Human
Development Index, which means you have enough intellectual capital to Boost Your initiatives for the industry.
As in Kerala, the skill level and dedication level and the receptivity is high, you don’t have to train the workers
for long. In about one training where you tell the procedures involved is enough and the reception is very fast
which reduces the cost of training, so the skilled manpower availability is very high in the state.
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Smt. T. R. Hemalatha - MD, KELTRON
First of all let me thank IESA for giving us the opportunity to explain
what keltron is doing or what Kerala is doing in the area of Defence
manufacturing traditionally Kerala has been known as a state where
the labor unrest is very high, but contrary to that we can assure that
the trade unionism has come down to a great level. The union send
the people are very highly educated the Kerala government is highly
Pro to the industry and where they are promoting the sense that unless
we Kerala government is progressing in the field of industry we will
not survive and we can definitely show many major manufacturing
companies have not waste any threat of labor unrest or stoppage of
work to be that affect for the last 10 to 12 years and Add to this point I
would like to highlight cochin shipyard for the last 30 years not had a
single day of liver. When a central PSU can survive or go without a single day of liver and resetting it shows
that likes on the working Thursday that is developed through the Kerala literacy rate is very high and the union
leader responsible person then what if we are talking about a business that is fair and sharing we ensure
that the minimum wages meticulously given to all the workers all the employees at all levels are being paid
properly. And we are very proud to say that French companies are coming to keltron for Sourcing this product
it to the Indian Navy and if they are successful maybe in future we may be also supplying to the Global market
in industries in the space we have got established exclusive of manufacturing facility only for manufacturing
the setup and then translation manufacturing is one of our major strength in which pressure transducers for
Sonar is being manufactured from Kuttippuram unit even to Bharath Electronics we are supply we are and
Signal Processing controller stations and let me tell you all these have gone through the stringent quality
requirements of the CQA and pass all these successfully and then only we have dispatched and installed in
the system.

Deftronics Awards 2017
Felicitation of Padma Shree BVR Mohan Reddy - Founder and Executive Chairman, Cyient
If you look at the hardware demand for electronics in this country is
estimated by 2020, it probably would be somewhere in the range
of 400 billion dollars and the domestic market will only size up to
a level which is about a 100 billion dollars which means you will
have a trade deficit of as much is 300 billion dollars. Also as our
prime minister said in the past that the future will not be fought
with ammunition but will be with the type of knowledge power that
we have, It’s the cyber security which can make a difference for
countries. The key challenge will be to make sure that we have
self-sufficiency for the country and there is also safety and security
for the nation and that’s one reason why we should go ahead and
do product development in India. Certainly we had challenges but
timing could not have been any better than what it is today because technology is at its best if you can promote
innovation we can make sure the research gets in the right direction and finally if you can have more amount
of entrepreneurs in this country and then product development will become a reality.
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Sh. Jayesh Ranjan, Principal Secretary, Dept of I&C and IT, Govt. of Telangana
Since you are in Hyderabad and many of you might have heard about
the way our government is running the business here in the last 3
years, many of you would have got a very personal sense of it. You
would have heard the Minister speak about Hyderabad in the plenary
session. You would have seen some of the exhibition stalls put up by
our home grown on Enterprises, including many from the midscale and
the small scale companies, and obviously you would have networked
and interact with people who have businesses here already and got a
very direct feedback. In the last 3 years Hyderabad had some amazing
traction, Some of the best companies in the world have chosen to
come to Hyderabad. Apple have set up there maps division here. The
first time they moved out of North America and they have decided to
set up their maps division here in Hyderabad and today they have 4800 people on GIS professional who are
working here in Hyderabad. Also Minister had already announced the setting up of Defence and Aerospace
incubator so I don’t want to elaborate more on that.

K. Krishna Moorthy - VP&MD, Rambus Chip Technologies (I) Pvt. Ltd.
IESA has many core initiative groups in skill development, in startup,
in Automotive Aerospace, in Defence and in different executive
committee members will take the responsibility of coordinating that
and we have a very active core initiative group in Hyderabad and
the result of that is what we see here today we have been listening
to the huge opportunities by both Indian and global markets were
discussed, 75 billion dollar of Electronics opportunities in the next
5 years is a number which bubbled up. We’ve heard from different
speakers about successful companies who played important part
in this field and the challenges they faced and how they overcome
challenges. We evaluate different companies, we are not only
celebrating their success through these awards but we are also celebrating their courage, their ability, and
tenacity, and patience. We have 6 awards every year for Aerospace and Defence that we give, the best
product design company in Aerospace and Defence an Indian company, the second one is the best product
design company in Aerospace and Defence multinational but who does through Defence Aerospace and
Defence development in India, the best electronics manufacturing company in Aerospace and Defence an
Indian company, and the best electronics and manufacturing multinational company again doing through
manufacturing end to end in manufacturing in India and the next award is the most promising startups in
Aerospace and Defence and the last but not the least we have a lifetime achievement award which is given to a
true lifetime achiever which is named after none other than Dr. APJ Abdul Kalam and these are the six awards
that we will be presenting and I don’t think a better place than Hyderabad it can be for presenting, the doctor
APJ Abdul Kalam award because he work for a good part of his life in this city and it must be a tremendous
moment for the person to receive this award.
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DEFTRONICS Award Winners 2017

Best Product Designing
in A & D for Indian Category

Best Product Designing
in A & D for MNC Category

Idea Forge Technology Pvt. Ltd.

Keysight Technologies India Pvt. Ltd.

Best Electronics Manufacturing Company
in A & D

Best Electronics Manufacturing Company
in A & D for MNC

Astro Microwave Products Ltd.

Windstream Energy Technology India Pvt Ltd

Most promising Start-up in A&D

Dr. APJ Abdul Kalam Life Achievement award

Sagar Defence Engineering Pvt Ltd

Dr. Tessy Thomas,
Director for Agni-IV Missile, DRDO
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Day 2: September 1st, 2017
Session by Govt. of Chhattisgarh
Sh. Alex Paul Menon - IAS, Joint Secretary, Dept. of Electronics & IT, Govt. of Chhattisgarh
In Chhattisgarh we have been continuously feeling like a startup state
for the past 17 years and the work culture is that of a startup, Agile,
hungry, and willing to adopt, willing to adapt change, that has been
the core values of Bureaucracy as well as the political executive in
the state. So we’ve made a comparison with Taiwan to see where it
stands in terms of size, population and stuff so in terms of area it is 4
times of Taiwan, it’s population is pretty equivalent to Taiwan, and the
projected GDP growth in India is 11.26 % where the Indian GDP growth
now is around 7.2%, In unemployment we are 3rd lowest, the female
labor force participation is 54.3 out of 100 that is more than double of
the country. I would speak about the power supplies because we are
possibly the only state with the generation capacity of 3 times more
than the consumption. We have already got a breakthrough in terms of funding from Government of India,
for center of excellence for IoT and centre of excellence for embedded Intelligence and centre of excellence
on Industrial Automation and a rapid prototyping all of it trying to put all of it into the electronic manufacturing
cluster so that anybody you want see if you’re such kind of its kind of R&D support facility so they get access
to the production units close by.

Dr. Ajay Kumar - IAS, Additional Secretary, MeitY, Govt. of India
Today Hyderabad is the flag bearer of Electronics industry in the
strategic sector. At first in Hyderabad there was IT industry, starting from
Microsoft and definitely not ending with apple. Now it’s not surprising
when we see lot of traction in Defence manufacturing and government
is actively looking to promote indigenous Defence industry, no matter
whether it is Lockheed Martin or Pratt and Whitney or Rafael any major
strategic sector company when it is looking to see where it needs
to go to in India Hyderabad comes up as an important destination.
Today Defence manufacturing in some ways becoming increasingly
synonymous with Defence electronics and it is in this respect what
we are doing in the ministry of Electronics and it has a lot of synergy with the overall effort in the Defence
electronics industry. During the last few years a lots of traction has taken place as far as electronics industries
are concerned from a time when there were hardly new investments coming in electronics sector, now in the
last 3 to 4 years we have had over 350 new investor With investments over 130000 crores in the sector which
have come. The growth of mobile industry has been particularly remarkable. 95 new manufacturing units of
mobile phones on mobile components have come in India in the last two, two and half years and the production
of mobile phones has increased from 65 million in 2014-15 to 175 million in 16-17 and in value terms the value
has increased from rupees 19000 crores in 2014-15 to 90000 crores in 2016-17. So now today we have an
industry which is not only making cash for India but actually exporting and that is the kind of effort and result
we want to see coming from Defence industry.
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Keynote
Tim Erjavec - VP Products, Xilinx
At Xilinx we have started this journey to rebrand the company a little
bit from the stand point which I heard yesterday many times is, Xilinx
is an FPGA company. We started to use a different term called the
programmable company and the reason that we’re doing that is as you
see our view of the trends that are occurring, the amount of integration,
and technology, that’s going to go in our parts and are no longer just
blank logic cells or Lutz and memory. It’s going to take much more to
be able to achieve some of the things that are emerging. I was talking
about the base foundation that we build of to get there both on the
silicon side software and framework side. Our history at Xilinx is where
in many markets we have 20,000 customers at any one time and about
every application in the world as it emerges. Now the challenge for us
is to be able to participate in those applications when they go to production but typically you know from our
inception, prototyping, and starting a design effort with our devices is what about everyone in this industry
does. We tend to see trends that emerge in any one given time and over the past few years the trends have
been just accelerating at a pace that haven’t seen before. We’ve heard some of the feedback from folks here
as well in the AMD space globally and we look forward to being able to support your needs here.

Panel Session: New Technologies in Aerospace & Defence
Subhalakshmi Krishna Moorthy - Scientist & Deputy Director, capacity building program office ISRO Headquarters,
Bangalore

Let’s see the technologies that are being developed by ISRO and the
technologies that have been offered by ISRO to industries. In 2017,
within 8 months we had 6 missions and in the year 2016 we had totally
10 mission so to meet the growing demands on requirements of the
nation, we will be having more launches, more satellites, and more
launch vehicles in the future. It is going to be of the order of 12 to
14 launches per year. ISRO has understood that to keep pace with
technology and requirements of launches, we need the support of
industry. New program office called a Capacity Building Programme
Office in ISRO headquarters, This office will handle outsourcing
industry interface technology incubation. I would like to touch up on
some technologies which are in the pipeline to industries like solar cell production plant which is vital for all
the solar panels and so this is going to be coming from industry, small satellites have to be made entirely by
industry under the training and supervision of ISRO, and we have semiconductor laboratory in Chandigarh
where the startups should be grown into industries. At last, I request all Industries, Academic Institutions, and
R&D organizations to visit our website www.isro.gov.in you’ll get all the e procurement of tenders, technology
transfers, and all the information from this website and I also request all Industry to join hands with ISRO in
nation building.
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Prof. Navakanta Bhat - Chairperson, Centre for Nano Science and Engineering(CeNSE), IISC
We always talk about India missing the bus of microelectronics so
with a vision that we should not miss the bus of Nano electronics and
Nanoscience and Engineering and Technology. Way back in early 2000
there was a consultative meeting of scientific advisor and government
of India to setup an infrastructure and high-end Research facility to
enable Research and technology development in nanoscience and
nanotechnology and Engineering so that is how this whole program
started and you know we have covered a very long distance. In the
year 2010 a new department was established in Indian Institute of
Science called Centre for Nanoscience and Engineering and two years
ago the Prime Minister visited and informally dedicated this facility as
the national facility to the country. In this institute we developed one
of the first UV detectors that has been developed in 275 nanometer range which is not possible with silicon
for instance. Also we’re actually creating all the optical components on silicon substrate so that we would be
eventually able to build multiple processes with optical interconnects that is one vector and the other vector is
also the optical transceiver done on silicon photonics for long distance communication which is also extremely
important.

Srinivas Rao - Scientist H, Project Director, PGAD, DRDO
In aerospace, if you take any Aerospace vehicle the 50% of the
Aerospace vehicle cost goes on to the control guidance and navigation
and 50% goes into the other hardware and material put in the system
and if you are designing this as a new system or in the advanced systems
you always look for better reliability, longer duration of operation, and
more accuracy. As we can see in upcoming years there will be a lot
of opportunities in Aerospace vehicle development and we all have
to look at the cost management of this vehicles in serious manner.
As we are developing, we are talking about the vast production of
mobile phones and volume of production of electronic products but we
also must look at handling the volumes of e-waste. Every electronics
product we develop has the lifetime of 3-4 years and it affects the whole ecosystem in negative way too
because it produces too much volumes of e-waste. The future generation has to really look into this direction
as a serious problem and they must develop some technologies for e-waste handling.

Yatan Kumar Mishra - GM - Engg, Tata Power SED
We are a division of TATA power and we are in the Defence industry
for last 44 years now and we’ve been building mostly systems for
Launchers, to guns, to EWS systems, to air Defence system. So
we are basically systems and engineering company and not just a
strategizing electronic industry. If you look at the entire spectrum we
actually deal with sub-system with system level. We have developed
fully integrated management system where we are able to produce not
just sub-system but also launchers or the newer program which are
coming. We have almost all our credition for Aerospace and Defence,
starting from the doctoring to that actual systems and we involve at
every level. We provided the infrastructure for that ecosystem where
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the end users requirement are met by the original developers. We also provide the bridge for bridging that
technological gap between latest and stable technology, as we cannot just take the latest technology if it is not
a stable enough. If take any system what we found that there is no systematic approach, we envision a bigger
system that the substance which the customer are thinking of, what is the technology readiness level for that,
so we started focusing on each subsystem what could be the TRL and which TRL we should go ahead. So this
is the procedure we follow at TATA Power SED.

Panel Session: Start-ups & Innovation
Vimal Govind MK - Founder & CEO at GenRobotic Innovations
Our product is called powered exoskeleton Robotics. This technology
got a lot of potential in various industry. We started our company in
2015 as a student startup in our college and we were working on this
prototype and trying to develop with this technology which is new and
the first prototype is a 40 feet tall exoskeleton with a hydraulic actuators
and generation 2 is actually the latest version and the powerful version
which is powered by pneumatics and we can say the system mimics
whatever the motions done by the human wearing the exoskeleton
which adds machine elements to human. The robotics will make the
robot able to do the motion what the human is trying to do no matter the weight which is coming or the
forces which are happening inside the interaction. So the machine will give the strength, endurance, and lot
of machine features to a normal human being. This has got lots of opportunities in many fields including the
Defence and Aerospace industry.

Ajit Rangnekar - DG, RICH (Reserch and Innovation Circle of Hyderabad)
Today we have young entrepreneurs here who are themselves
struggling and also succeeding in the Defence and Aerospace industry.
When I was still the dean at ISB, we started the TiE-ISB connect and
we were worried that India’s innovation was focused only on IT and
we expanded that to education, health care, food, and interestingly
in Aerospace and Defence too, and the result of what we did is that
now Hyderabad is home to 30+ national research Institution in food, in
Healthcare, and in Defence and aerospace. Hyderabad is also home
to some of the top education Institutions and Hyderabad is home to a
large number of people with entrepreneur background. The idea of the
research and innovation circle of Hyderabad which I now head and it
happens to be a company started by the Telangana government, is to bring together entrepreneurs, existing
industry, government, research Institutions, funders, and financials to kick start and boost the Aerospace and
Defence industry.
Srinivas Kollipara - Founder & COO, T-Hub
T-Hub is an independent not for profit organization whose mandate is,
one to make hardware startup destination and two to create success
stories for startups by solving problems that are relevant to India and
the world. So we do that in multiple different ways, we focus on a
couple of different things the first is that we run India’s largest incubator
called catalyst, 70000 square feet building that works with startups to
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help them to scale, the second one is a division that helps corporates, PSUs, and government organizations to
connect to innovation and startups to solve their internal problems and to access market access for our guys.
We are very selective about the startups that we take in to both the incubator as well as a corporate accelerator
program. The idea being that only certain of them can integrate with corporates, PSUs, and governments and
scale those. Third is the international piece which is helping our startups go abroad and giving the market
access over there as well as the other way around, get international market in and help them to market access
within India through our connection to the government, state and central, corporates, and others.

Ashutosh Rai - Co-Founder & CEO, Starbru Techsystems
We are Defence research based company we are working on embedded
systems. Currently we have prepared a device named TVWDC. We
have gone through a problem statement which we found somewhere,
in army many soldiers face at the ground level. So this is the scenario,
If a soldier wants to transfer photo of his front or live stream to his base
station then they use a camera to shoot the front side and then the
soldier connects the camera practically to a computer system, which
is much bulkier than laptop and finally it connects to the radio set and
then the radio set is used for transmission. They don’t use whatsapp
or the internet in any manner so the system is completely wired and
it takes a lot of time. Even simple of 500 KB image takes around 3
minutes to transfer at the base station. So we’ve gone across all these
problem statement and we have built a solution, the solution is the embedded hardware system and visual
operational device these two parts have been connected with the radio set. Now this visual system gets paired
with that hardware system now while running a soldier can just put this device and automatically live streaming
will go on to their base station. So all this is done on the existing radio network so we don’t need to go on some
other system some satellite system or anywhere. So India currently in Indian context we don’t use satellite
system because it is not ours for transmission and any of our data can be stolen by some other countries out.
There is a society named as TFAC of DST they have approved the product for financials funding and right
now we are at the edge of getting financial funding from government side. Also we have sold 70 pieces of it to
various Army units. Our product has also been demonstrated to prime minister in an event on army day. Finally
we are in the process of bulk manufacturing of this product.

Mridul Babbar - New Business, Sagar Defence Engg. Pvt. Ltd
We built an unmanned autonomous system, we named it boat-in-abox we called it Genesis. So this is an AI enabled device, it is kind of a
black box it can go on any kind of vessels ranging from 1 to 25 m and
that system convert the normal vessel into an autonomous vehicles
so what organized vessels can do it can save human life the task
which human has to do for oil spill inspection, Offshore wind palming,
and many such things we can do by the autonomous robots as well.
So this is our system Genesis this goes into any kind of vessels and
convert into an autonomous system. What are the features of this? so
the main feature it saves human life, secondly it can works 24/7 all the
time, what we have is an artificial intelligence control system that is having self-learning algorithms and data
types by any help it gets on. So this is the process before we have a man bot visit we have our system Genesis
control and becomes unman. Now the latest things we are doing is making boats for cleaning Ganga River so
the boat we named trash fin, it will collect 350 kg of trash from river and it works 24/7. We are also in to UAVs
as well we have delivered one UAV to INS Kalinga Indian Navy and they are using it for Search and rescue
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purposes. The boat have supplied to Indian Navy is working for more than 2 years now. We also working with
wooden Palace, we got the DP was prize later in 2015, we got many other awards as well from IESA and CII.
So what are we are looking for is opportunities to do pilot projects with the government so that we can have
anything in Indian military and completely turn it into an autonomous thing.

Ajay Sangwan - Founder, Nyokas Technologies
We had a variable Textiles embedded with the hardware for the quick
response safety system for the BSF soldiers. Our vision is to reduce
the most of the devices to make the life simpler for the BSF soldiers
like in embedding the devices into the garment itself so the first product
we have made it textile product available garment. Suppose if Bullet
flies from the unknown space and hit the soldiers then the response
system, like the location of the soldier will be sent to the headquarters
so that the time wastage from communicating from the soldiers to the
headquarters can be reduced and the health measurement also can
be sent to them as soon as possible or we can supply more troops in
order to support them.

Panel Session: Internal Security and Cyber Security
U Ramamohan - Superintendent of Police, Cyber Crime in CID, Hyderabad
Our internal security is mostly being done by external agencies
and we have to bear with that, to change this situation we have to
encourage our own Indian counterparts to come into this field and do
whatever is possible instead of depending on external agencies. I’m
from Police Department wherever security is breached my role comes
and I have lot of role that means security is breaching everywhere.
We are seeing too much of ransom ware and attacking from different
angles everywhere, we are facing lot of problems this was not same
when I started my journey long back. There was a love bug virus which
affected entire world but India was not affected. When it was verified
why India was not affected, the source code is indicating wherever the
security is there the virus penetrates. India was not having any problem
because we were not having appropriate security. Today we are having lot of security but the implementation
part is very difficult people are not following the policies, every area bypassing the policy is the main concern
today and when we talk about internal security, internal security is the superset and cyber security is the subset
but whenever wherever I go and talk about internal security aspects people will talk on only cyber security, we
need to change that.
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Dr. Zaki Qureshey - Founder & CEO, E2Labs Information Security Pvt Ltd.
There is a dearth need of information security professionals in the
country, the demand says in the year 2020 we will require two million
cyber security professionals because the kind of initiative the prime
minister have taken right now for digitizing the entire country it’s a
humongous effort and so we are a nation right now which is the fastest
growing nation. People say we are the third fastest-growing nation but
as per the reports we are the seventh fastest-growing and it takes still
a long time to reach the third number slot. We have one of the best
minds in the world but it’s so unfortunate that we don’t focus on cyber
security at large because if we talk about cyber security we are always
dependent on third party products so far we haven’t come across or I
am sure that most of you all haven’t come across a product which is
made in India. Now it’s high time that the government now should have a budget dedicated to cyber security.
We should also talk about how to take this startup security companies to the next level. There are no budgets
specifically for research and development though we have young minds which want to flourish which want to
come out of a cutting edge a product and solutions but whenever we talk to them we see ok you developed
it let us see does it work out or no but we never come out of the box and say no I think we should encourage
him. There are certain R&D budgets in US with millions and billions of dollars, if the project doesn’t take off
also it doesn’t matter at all. So we are not there, I wish the government especially the state and the central
government to emphasize and allocate a budget and then the game starts. Until unless you don’t have the
economy in place nothing can work.

Cmde. Udai Rao(Retd.) - Trustee Institute for Contemporary Studies Bangalore(ICSB)
I’d be speaking on leveraging technology financing coastal security.
Coastal security gained importance mostly after 26/11 and it’s a
component of maritime security but also spans internal security,
homeland security, etc. It involves protection of our course against
activities or non-state actors and includes security of coastal assets,
port security, and offshore security. Post 2011 we have a three tier
coastal security network, the outer ring is the Navy beyond 200 nautical
miles, Coast Guard between 12 and 200 nautical miles and Marine
police, which is a new organization post 26/11 that patrols between
0 and 12 nautical miles, that is the territorial waters and is virtue the
last line of Defence against the approaching threat. Post 26/11 we
have a national committee who is strengthening maritime and coastal
security headed by the cabinet secretary, meets once in six months. We have created post coastal police
stations but most important is the marine police which is a new organization. The marine police is the pillar
of coastal security we are always considering a Navy and Coast Guard but only the Marine police will save
next 26/11. Finally we must have the national maritime authority as early as possible hopefully we’ll conduct a
would be a coordinating Authority and look after internal security, homeland security, code security in the right
perspective.y the Marine police will save next 26/11. Finally we must have the national maritime authority as
early as possible hopefully we’ll conduct a would be a coordinating Authority and look after internal security,
homeland security, code security in the right perspective and of course we require amount of time counter
terrorism strategy.
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Arun Kumar - Deputy General Manager at ITI Limited, Bangalore
We are talking of security now cyber security and internal security to
our court but as rightly said by chairman it is only one that is internal
security and cyber security is a subset of the internal security because
internal security is needed whenever there is an attack. Cyber-attack
is basically attack on your information system so how do you go about
stopping the cyber-attack is through the cyber security. The cyber
security comes in different levels, it comes in application security, in
network security, in information security and then finally in operational
security. I come from the industry where we have established certain
secured networks for Defence and now we have to see that even doing
network audit how secure is these networks in terms of attacks. Today
we are talking of digital India and cashless transaction there also the
cyber security comes in. Internet of Things is the one which will come in a greater way and everybody will
be starting using it now it is found out that this is also not secure. In my company we have started this IOT
activities under the Prime Minister’s skill development scheme we have IOT-X center of excellence set up, 108
startup companies have signed for it and our R&D is supporting them to give the technical support. There’s a
security support for their products if we can look at it, this is also one more growing field. Finally I will end it with
that today there is a need for the technology to go attack it’s a race for technology in the cyber security ok so
who has got the technology who gets the technology will be the faster whether the terrorists or the adversary
or the government so if he gets it he’ll attack us but if we have the technology we can stop him from doing it
so this is cyber security.

Bhaskar Bakthavatsalu - MD India & Asia, Checkpoint
Since last 15 years, I’m in this particular organization called Check
point software, to give a background Check point software technologies
is the first firewall that we invented in 1993 when the internet was
commercially used by the public. I do encourage and I’m happy to
sit with someone who is also in an Indian organization focused and
also in the developing progress from cyber security. The issue is
our education system, it is the biggest challenge I would say. I’m not
against any big Institute’s, but the basic mathematics and physics
is what we have been following for a long time and particularly from
crypto wherever I think DRDO and ISRO and many other organizations
like Indian Institute of Science and particularly Deftronics is all about
Cyber security. I was listening to them cryptography is very important. Reverse analysis and raw mathematics
and applied mathematics are very key to cyber security as such and this is what we miss big time and this is
the basics of our Education is along with all the basic. Even in Israel, representing company from Israel what I
see the approach towards the technology, not only from cyber security, from any industry education becomes
the biggest focus. That’s the basics I would say I think our education system is still backward. I’m not against
any education institutes, I did my graduation also from here but I think we are still in the 30 years behind.
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Vote of Thanks
Anilkumar Muniswamy - Vice Chairman, IESA and Director, SLN Technologies
I have this privilege of doing this vote of thanks I would like to first
thank Dr. Mohan Reddy Garu he is the founder and chairman of Cyient
Group of Companies.I would like to congratulate you once again for
the Padma award we are very honored that you are here to receive
this small token of appreciation from us and I would like to thank Mr.
Jayesh Ranjan principal secretary Telangana Government and I have
some VIP’s I would like to thank Dr. VVR Sastry garu ex-chairman
of Bharat Electronics and I have a list of members whom we would
like to thank first of all I would like to thank the organizing committee
of Deftronics from Hyderabad team I’d like to thank you Ram Reddy
Garu from Moschip and Mr. Ajay from Xilinx and a special thanks to
Mr. Ramesh, he is actually a Defence expert and is also an advisor to
Moschip and he is a business development person and he is an entrepreneur. I’d like to thank Dr. Kiranmai
Pendyala, AMD Global HR head for a great support and getting the Telangana Government support and Mr.
Manoj Nair and then I would like to thank Mr. Raj Shekhar, Mr. Bipin Chandra from MosChip thank you very
much for your help and Mr. Ravi thank you very much and Sridevi from Hyderabad and Manpreet she is also
supporting right from the beginning Hridesh, Vivek and now I would like to thank our Bangalore team Mr.
Vidyashankar for all his support and Mr. Krishna Moorthy, he was our organizing committee head and Mr.
Ashwini Aggarwal our chairman and special thanks to Venky senior director ARM and Sanjay Handoo he is
Defence expert consultant he was also part of Deftronics committee and thanks to all the award winners and
the last but not the least I would thank IESA Bangalore team and Delhi team as well they always stand in the
back and support.I think this team worked around the clock ok thank you very much once again for all the
participants and delegates who came in big numbers and supported our event.
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